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By Matt Fraction

Marvel Comics, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Did Ben Grimm s prank cause the accident that scarred Victor Von Doom? The Fantastic Four
must deal with the Council of Dooms, who treat that event as their nativity - and who have trevaled
there to witness it! To make matters worse, Mr. Fantasti c s sickness spreads to the others - and
someone may be behind the illness that s befallen the First Family! The team must mastermind a
planetary heist for technology that could save their lives, but spacetime has had enough of their
traveling back and forth across it - and they soon fi nd themselves trapped in a universe where the
only five things left alive are themselves.and a cosmic, power-mad Dr. Doom!COLLECTING:
Fantastic Four 9-16.
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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